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Our Healing

ust as the 49’ers came
West to seek the gold
that shone in the rocks
and streams, so I think
that many—if not all—of us who
live here feel that same glow inside
of us every day as we look out of
our windows, drive on our back
roads, and pass through areas and
towns on our highways. The hills
surround us, with their green trees
pointing toward the heavens. They
are a part of our riches, with their
beauty and the silence they en-

hance, causing us to
breathe in deeply and often
we sigh openly with happiness.

The Fountain (anti-mosquito larvel cake in the
water is non-harmful to the animals)

“American Gothic, Revisited”: Author Vicki Weiland
and husband Jim (photo by Kitty Hastings)

Then there are the four-legged and
two-legged creatures living behind
and in the trees, which we watch for
and long to see, like the deer and
squirrels, the skunks and opossums,
the owls, the wild turkeys that strut
across our back lawns, and the
occasional fox or coyote, whose
graceful and swift movements we
sometimes catch only from our

From My Window ( Vicki Weiland)

peripheral vision. There are also the
winged delights that visit every day,
some dropping by for birdseed and
others soaring overhead, like the
red-tailed hawks whose wings glisten reddish-golden in the sunlight.
When my husband Jim and I
moved here three years ago, it was
like a mantra for us, every morning. “Look how beautiful it is!”
we would say. Then Jim would
add, “We are over the rainbow…”
and we would listen to Israel
continued on page 7

Poppies Galore ((Jim Weiland)

SIERRA WILDLIFE RESCUE’S MISSION STATEMENT
The purpose of SWR is the preservation of El Dorado County’s wildlife, which we work to achieve in two ways:
First, we rehabilitate and release injured and orphaned wild animals. Second, we educate the public about living with wildlife
and respecting its habitat. Each of these is important to the long-term health and well-being of our area’s wildlife.
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Giving a Helping Hand to
Rehabbed Squirrels

M

A wonderful experience

y first close-up introduction to California squirrels was a few years ago,
when I was living in Placerville.
I was driving in Sierra Springs,
Pollock Pines, when a pedestrian flagged me down to tell me
a squirrel had been hit further
up the road, and perhaps I ought
to “run it over to put it out of its
misery.”
When I saw it, the young adult
squirrel was flopping about, unable
to escape the road. Fortunately, I had
a cardboard box in my car, and used
it to quickly transfer the panicked
squirrel into safety. I called Sierra
Wildlife Rescue, and was amazed
at how quickly I was assisted. An
experienced squirrel rehabber called
me back and asked basic questions,
then said she’d meet me at the local
store (she lived 30 minutes away). I
put a warmed towel on the squirrel
and covered the box. The squirrel lay
quietly, looking up at me.
The rehabber collected the
squirrel and, two days later, called
me with an update. Though the
animal had incurred a head injury,
and her back legs weren’t moving, she felt there was a chance she
could bring her around. And she
did. She’d immediately treated the
little animal for pain and inflammation from the nerve damage affecting the squirrel’s legs, as well as
a urinary tract infection. After the
fifth week, this vibrant, feisty girl
was ready to be set free.
I wanted to be a part of this valiant and compassionate team, but I
work full-time, so was unable to take
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babies for rehabbing, which requires
bottle-feeding as many as five times
a day until they’re about four weeks
old, so I volunteered to have a squirrel pre-release cage on my half-acre
property.
SWR volunteers built the wirecovered wood cage (approximately
8’ tall by 6’ long) on my property
and furnished it with a nest box and
natural habitat and, within months,
I received two male Western gray
squirrels who had been rescued as
a tiny babies, then lovingly rehabilitated in the home of a Squirrel Team
member. They were three months
old, and my job was to feed and
water them twice daily and then give
them a soft release to the wild after
three to four weeks. I was amazed at
the array of foods that these hungry
creatures ate: watermelon, apples,
avocado, lettuces and kale, corn on
the cob, several kinds of nuts, mushrooms, berries and more. Though
only a few of these foods would be
available in the wild, we are unable
to collect all their “natural’ foods for
them, and it is crucial to give them
continued on page 10

SWR volunteers built a beautiful release cage
among the trees on my property.

This release cage has excellent food service!

Two Western gray squirrels snuggle in their nest box.

Pre-Release Housing Needed for Our Squirrels

I

f you have always wanted to rehab, but don’t have the time, or just want
to help our animals in rehab in some way, this is a project that will allow
you to contribute a great deal with very little effort! SWR has been taking
in an unusual number of ‘’Eastern’’ fox squirrels (who have actually been in
California since about 1903) the past few years, and needs more pre-release
housing for release in specific parts of the county, where there is natural
habitat for them. All tree squirrels in rehab require a “soft release,” beginning
when they are approximately three months old, that enables them to practice
the skills necessary for their survival in the wild in a protected environment,
continued on page 11

REHABBERS’ TALES

The Joy of the Release
I

think that most rehabbers
would tell you that being
there for the release is what
the game is all about. You
care for these guys (bird,
mammal doesn’t make
any difference which), get
bitten, bruised and snarled
at, make up their food, give
them meds, clean their
cages, handle gross things
like dead mice, rats, poop
and road kill, work to make
them as healthy and wild
as possible and then, at
the end—they don’t even
look at you, they don’t say
goodbye and they don’t say
thank you. And you do it
again and again and, when
you release them, you forget all the hard work; it is a
joy to see this critter return
to the place it belongs,
and to know that you have
made a difference.
That being said, I would
like to share a release I did
in April with a red-tailed
hawk. I believe she was a female, based on her weight,
and she had fortunately
been found by a family in
Pleasant Valley. She had
a broken right radius and
ulna (at the juncture of
both bones of the right
wing, a double whammy),
that were set by Dr. Jeanne
Smith, an experienced avian veterinarian who works
with SWR. She said we
should try a wing wrap, but
she was not sure if the callus formed from the healing
of the break would interfere
with the wrist action. After
three weeks, the wrap was
removed and, after several

This is what
rehabbing and
releasing is all about,
and I knew she was
going to be all right.
days, the hawk was placed
into a large flight cage to
test out her skills. However,
she didn’t seem to have
any interest in flying. She
would fly short distances,
but wouldn’t try for longer
ones, probably because
her wing still hurt. To give
her some company, I put
a non-flighted red-tailed
in with her and, lo and
behold, she started flying short distances. The
distances became longer
and longer, until I felt being
in the cage had done all
it could for her. She was
ready to go home.
We always return adult
raptors to the area they
came from, because they
know the territory, including resting places, food
sources, water and, often,
mates. So off we went to
where she had been found.
The rescuers were there,
and I explained that you
never know how a release
will go—and that she
could fly off or drop. Sure
enough she dropped! She
flew about 40 feet into
some very tall grass on a
hillside and proceeded to
spread her wings and jump
up the hill—even though
I knew she could fly! She

Red-tailed hawk

was immediately attacked
by three blackbirds, which
are they most protective
parents alive but, undeterred, up the hill she
jumped until she came to
an open spot.
For a few moments,
she stopped to get her
bearings and then took off,
flying to the top of an oak
tree! As she was landing, a
red-shouldered hawk came
screaming from the west
to tell her that she had a
nest and that my red-tailed
intruder was too close to
her babies. The red-tailed
stayed in the top of the

tree for a few more minutes, and then I saw her
take off and soar—catching a thermal that took her
higher and higher.
This is what rehabbing
and releasing is all about,
and I knew she was going
to be all right. Suddenly,
I saw another red-tailed
coming in from the south.
In my heart, I hoped this
was her mate, and that all
was again right with her
world.
—Judy Monestier

more Rehabbers’ Tales on
following pages
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REHABBERS’ TALES

The Kindness of
Strangers Saves
Baby Doves

E

arly in May, while working at the Baby
Bird Nursery, I received a phone call from
Kathleen Wells, a long-time volunteer with
SWR. She was a little upset. Her daughter was
having her house painted and, when the painters started prepping the home, they discovered (and told Kathleen’s daughter) that a nest
in rafters above an outside door was going to
be disturbed by their efforts.
We appreciated the workmen’s concerns,
and that they let Kathleen and her daughter
know. In fact, although she hadn’t known
about the doves, Kathleen had expressed her
concerns to her daughter before the project
had even begun. As an SWR volunteer, she
knew that spring and summer are the worst
time for home improvements, since they
often disrupt nesting or denning efforts by
wildlife. Nests and dens may be destroyed,
female animals may be driven out, and babies
left to die. While we all have the desire to
spring clean, trim trees or paint our houses,
SWR advises homeowners to please check for
any nests or dens before any property improvements, and wait until the young are old
enough to have left nests or dens with their
mothers.
As the painters began their work, Kathleen
and I decided that the best plan was to carefully bring the nest down and put the two baby
doves in a safe place in her home. Her family
carefully moved the nest into a warm, dark,
quiet place in the house.
Unfortunately, mother dove apparently
hadn’t built her nest well enough to be moved,
and it was falling apart. Now Kathleen had to
manufacture an alternative nest. I suggested
a plastic plant hanger, which all of us usually
have lying around after a plant has died. A few
hours later, I received a picture from Kathleen
of two baby doves sitting comfortably in the
original nest, in a wicker basket, and a message asking how long they could go without
food. Judy Monestier, SWR’s dove home rehab4 • PAW P R I N T

The nestling doves were in danger.

Mother dove was looking for her babies.

The fledgling doves looked around curiously.

The little doves were safe in their new
wickeer basket nest, and grew into
fledglings.

Within a couple of weeks, the babies
had flown.

ber, had recently taught me that baby doves eat every two to three
hours. I passed on this information, and we were hopeful that the
mother dove had just recently fed her babies, and that the painters
would work quickly, which they did. The job was finished in record
time.
I had advised Kathleen to return the nest to the same location,
or as close as possible. They carefully placed the wicker basket
holding the babies close to where the original nest had been and
sat back to quietly wait, camera ready. They took a photo of mother
dove looking for her babies, and she soon found them in their
fancy new nest.
All onlookers were ecstatic! Thanks to some big-hearted painters and a little ingenuity, we had successfully re-nested the little
doves, and they and their mother were a family again!
—Cherie Sinclair

REHABBERS’ TALES

The Owl and the Opthalmologist
O

n April 5 this year, I
got a call from a lady
in Shingle Springs who
had found a baby bird (she
thought a raptor) on the
ground. We met up, but
the baby was so physically
traumatized that I wasn’t
even sure what species it
was. When she came in,
she weighed about 200
grams and her eyes and
down were in terrible condition. The only thing that
was okay was that she was
eating; in fact, she would
soon eat me out of house

and home!
It took several days for
me to realize that she was
a baby great horned owl. I
say “she” because she currently weighs 1087 grams.
(Female great horned owls
typically weigh more than
males.) Lionel, our male
educational owl, weighs in
at 850 when he is heavy, so
she already has almost 250
grams (1/2 lb.) on him, and
she is still growing.
First her wing feathers
started to come in, then
her facial disk and tail,

but she still maintained
the down around her
body, so she looked like
she was wearing downy
pantaloons all the time.
I called her d’Artangnan,
for that period in history.
After about two weeks, I
began to suspect there
was a problem with
her eyes, which stayed
very cloudy—and she
seemed to have a problem
seeing things. A visit to
the Animal Eye Clinic
in Rocklin with Dr. Lana
Linton revealed that the

little owl had cataracts,
probably congenital.
She can definitely see
something, but how much
we’re not sure. But I found
out that they actually make
replacement lenses for
owls that have cataracts!
D’Artangnan’s eyes will
still grow, so we have to
wait and evaluate her for
surgery at a later time,
and we have no idea how
much the surgery would
cost, or about her ability to
see, if she has it—but isn’t
this exciting? We all know
now that dogs and other
animals can be fitted with
artificial limbs, but cataract
surgery for an owl? Bless
whoever invented it!
D’Artagnian went
from living in a kennel to
a play pen, and currently
our little girl is outside in a
6’x6’ cage, walking up log
ramps, finding her own
water and mice, and climbing on branches, as though
she didn’t have a care in
the world. Even if, after the
surgery, she is not releasable, she will make some
wildlife group a wonderful
educational bird.
—Judy Monestier

(From left) d’Artangnan in “pantaloons”; d’Artangnan, growing up

YOU CAN HELP EL DORADO COUNTY WILDLIFE!
Sierra Wildlife Rescue is an all-volunteer organization, supported primarily by memberships and donated funds
and materials. Please make your tax-deductible donation online at www.sierrawildliferescue.org or mail it
to P.O. Box 2127, Placerville, CA 95667. To donate supplies or become a member, volunteer, or rehabber, call
530-621-4661 for more information. You can also visit our website to look up your areas of interest as a volunteer under the “Join Us” heading.
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Wildlife Memoirs

A

s children, many of us experienced encounters with wildlife, especially “neighborhood
wildlife,” and, apparently, for some, they have
remained in our memories forever. Before there were
rehab organizations, many people took in baby or
injured wild animals and successfully rehabbed them
on their own (and still do, although it’s now illegal in
California), with a little knowledge and some common sense.
Wendy Smith is a member of SWR who doesn’t
rehab squirrels, but loves them, and volunteered to
manage a pre-release cage for them that we built on
her property. She wrote this memoir of her first care of
a wild baby squirrel:

I

My First Squirrel Rescue

was only seven and living in Connecticut when I
experienced my first squirrel rescue. A boy on my
tree-lined street had found a baby squirrel that had
fallen out of its nest. Brutally, he grabbed it by the
tail and side armed it, sending it skittering along the
asphalt road. My brothers and I, horrified, intervened.
I gently picked up the little gray creature, just bigger
than the palm of my hand, alive but with a bloody
scrape on its head, and brought it home.
With our mother’s help, we bundled up the baby
in a towel, put it into a box lined with newspaper,
and offered it warmed milk from a doll bottle and
later milk-soaked bread crumbs. Without any available information or a local wildlife rescue group to
contact, we stumbled along in the effort to help this
creature survive and thrive. My mother was especially
devoted to the cause, and quickly became enamored,
lovingly coaxing the injured, fragile baby to drink, eat
and engage. The two formed an intimate bond. While
my brothers and I were at school, the squirrel would
spend the day with my mother, perching on her shoulder as she did the dishes, then retiring in the pocket of
her apron to sleep.
We named the squirrel “Baa” as, having free access to the two-story house, he one day perched on
the dining room curtain rod, dramatically and deftly
imitating the “baa-baa-baa” noises made by singers
doing scat jazz arrangements of Bach that my mother
was playing on her stereo. Baa grew, fluffed out, and
6 • PAW P R I N T

gained strength and great acrobatic skills, flying off
the hutch to catch hold of the curtain, doing a flip and
then rapidly climbing to the top of the window, where
he could sit (chattering messages only he understood)
while he observed us all.
Eventually, what was outside the window caught
his attention, and we realized it was time to set him
free. For the first season, he would occasionally return
to us to say hello, grab a treat and sometimes introduce a girlfriend. Eventually, his visits ceased. Our
neighbor cruelly told us she thought her cat had killed
him. I refused to believe this and, for years afterwards,
would hopefully wonder if the big shining black eyes
peering down at me from the tall green elm trees
might be Baa’s.
—Wendy Smith

A

My Own Story

fter I attended many of the different species
classes for potential rehabbers at SWR 15 years
ago, I knew that I wanted to care for squirrels. I had
always loved watching them, with their beauty, intelligence and personalities, and was in heaven when I received two baby Western gray squirrels to rehab. I had
been rehabbing squirrels for about two years before it
suddenly dawned on me why I was especially drawn to
them.
My mother and I lived with my grandparents when
I was small and, at two years old, I was allowed to feed
my grandmother’s regular visitor at the kitchen window,
a beautiful Eastern gray squirrel she had named “Oscar.”
(My grandmother loved all creatures, great and small,
and was probably very influential in my own feeling for
animals). Oscar had an injured leg, probably broken,
and came every morning to a little outside ledge built off
of the window (one of those food pass-through features
kitchen windows used to have).
continued on next page

He would stay for
awhile and wash his face
thoroughly with his little
paws, and we always felt
he was staying to politely
thank us for the nuts.
The window would be open,
and I had to stand on a small
kitchen ladder to reach the ledge,
with my grandmother holding me
firmly, and then I would place two
walnuts on the ledge. Oscar would
take one and eat it while sitting
there, just a foot or so away from
me. He would stay for awhile and
wash his face thoroughly with his
little paws, and we always felt he
was staying to politely thank us
for the nuts. Then he would pick
up the second nut and run off
with it, limping on his broken leg.
Some of my first words, reported
by my mother, were “Ossie b’oke
his leg,” which I would explain to
anyone in earshot. I remember
that the kitchen window and the
little ledge both had blue molding,
which my mother assured me later
was accurate.
But I, myself, remember Oscar
and our feeding routine. Of the
few hundred or so squirrels I have
rehabbed over the years, I have
never named one Oscar, reserving that for my fond childhood
memory of feeding the little gray
squirrel at the kitchen window
with my grandmother.
—Nan Powers
Share your favorite childhood
memory of an encounter with a
wild animal. E-mail articles (500
words or less) to npowers2@earth
link.net, and we will try to publish
it in an upcoming Paw Print issue.

Our Healing Gold Country
continued from first page
Kamakawiwo’ole’s version, his voice
upbeat, playing his ukulele, the
peaceful Hawaiian rhythms adding
to our enjoyment.
It was a baby squirrel who
introduced us to the Sierra Wildlife
Rescue organization, and finding
out about it, and joining it, adds to
our peace about living here. Our
gardener, Greg Schneider, rang our
front doorbell, and when I opened
the door his partner, Jackie, was
holding the quivering creature,
which scared the daylights out
of me! I quickly dialed the SWR
phone number and was told how to
care for it until help arrived. Squirrel rehabber Pam Corron came by
less than an hour later, announcing,
“Oh, she’s a little girl!” And off she

The hills surround us, with
their green trees pointing
toward the heavens.

Wildflower (KItty Hastings)

went with “Psyche,” as she would
later be named by Nan Powers,
another rehabber. Nan already had
a little male squirrel she would
pair with the female; his name
was “Cupid,” since he had arrived
near Valentine’s Day. Psyche was
cared for by Nan until she could be
released back into nature.
Whenever I think of this, I
know that little, scared, helpless
Psyche, if left on the ground, would
have died, from starvation, illness
or predators but, instead, she had
her life back! And such is true for
all of the mammals and birds, and
even turtles and snakes, that are
lucky enough to be brought to a rehabbing organization. Just knowing
there is help out there for any fallen
or sick wildlife, and that we can
also let others know, means that we
are helping to maintain the natural
balance of the world around us.
All of this is encouraging, and
especially so if we ourselves are
sick or injured. We can get help,
too. As I write this, I am not in
good health, and have been sick
for the past year and a half. Yet it
is the hills that I can see from my
office window that uplift me, the
green trees that inspire me, and the
four-tiered fountain in our front
yard that was built for the wildlife
that makes me smile and urges me
forward.
The fountain attracts red-headed woodpeckers on the top tier, robust robins of hope on the second
tier, blue jays of happiness on the
third, and little birds with brown
feathers on the bottom tier. Also
knowing that, at night, the deer,
raccoons, and other creatures are
stopping by for a drink of cool water makes us happy. We are grateful
to live here, and still say every day,
“Look how beautiful it is!”
—Vicki Weiland
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A Change in Our Baby Birds’
Food and Feeding

W

hen orphaned or injured birds teer Betty Shannon, the “FoNS
come into the care of SWR’s
Formula” (Formula for Nestling
Baby Bird Nursery (BBN), good
Songbirds) will more closely mimic
nutrition and consistent feeding
the protein sources birds consume
practices are essential in speeding
in the wild. Of course, in addition
their way to recovery, maturation
to the FoNS diet, birds will be fed
and return to the wild. With those
seeds, fresh fruit and vegetables,
goals in
and mealmind, SWR
worms,
will be
appropriate
implementto their age
ing two
and species.
significant
Also, a few
changes
birds, for
in what,
instance the
and how,
finches, will
many of
continue to
our fledgbe fed Exact,
ling friends
a “nestling
Baby bird enjoying his new food
are fed this
diet” forseason.
mula that can be fed with a syringe.
Previously, most birds were fed
Additionally, since the FoNS
a Mazuri diet, commonly called
formula will have the consistency
“WC” at the nursery. WC, which
of a thick soup, it can be fed to the
had the consistency of a thick porbirds using small feeding syringes.
ridge, was “spooned” into the bird’s The greatest advantage of this is
mouth using a thick sandwich pick. that the birds will accurately and
Concerns over the use of WC were
consistently be fed just the right
two-fold. First, it was soy-based, not amount of food, measured in mila food source birds would normally liliters. Also, this formula is much
consume. Second, it was difficult to easier to clean off the birds if any
standardize or accurately measure
spills on them, unlike the WC,
how much each bird was being fed, which dried like hard glue on their
since the size of the scoop of food
feathers.
on the pick varied, depending on
“We think both of these changthe practices of each volunteer and
es, the new diet and the use of sythe consistency of that batch of WC. ringes, will benefit the birds at the
To address these concerns and
BBN,” noted Cherie Sinclair, our
standardize the diet for all birds,
new BBN manager for 2016. “We
this season the BBN is switching
give all our birds plenty of loving
to a new formula based on, of all
care, and this improvement in their
things, high-quality, grain-free cat
diet will also help ensure they are
food and dried egg whites. Degetting the best nutrition possible.”
veloped by long-time BBN volun—Michael Damer
8 • PAW P R I N T

Leaving a Legacy
for Wildlife

F

or nearly 25 years, Sierra
Wildlife Rescue has been
dedicated to the mission of
preserving El Dorado County’s
wildlife through rescuing, rehabilitating and releasing injured
and orphaned native birds and
mammals back into the wild. By
making a gift to Sierra Wildlife
Rescue in your will, trust or other
financial plan, you can help protect and preserve wildlife in El
Dorado County for generations
to come. Contact your attorney,
tax advisor or financial planner
to discuss ways you can help
Sierra Wildlife Rescue, or consider using this sample bequest
language in your will or trust.
Bequest Language: “I give
to Sierra Wildlife Rescue, a 501
(c)(3) non-profit organization
with its principal offices at 3030
Newtown Road, Placerville, CA
95667 (Mailing address: P. O.
Box 2127, Placerville, CA 95667),
the sum of $ ______ (or 100% or
_____ %) of my residual estate,
to be used for the organization’s
general purposes of protecting and preserving El Dorado
County wildlife.”
—Michael Damer

SWR Board of Directors
2016
President: Debbie Datilio
Vice President: Gail Crawford
Treasurer: Mike Mattox
Secretary: Lauren Peterlin
Members at Large:

Michael Damer, Ernie Gunter

BIRDS IN YOUR BACKYARD

T

Black-headed Grosbeak

he Paw Print is starting a regular column
featuring brief biographies on some of the
birds we often see in El Dorado County, to help
those of you who like birds identify the birds you see.
Many nestlings and fledglings of these species are also
brought to our Baby Bird Nursery each year, among
the hundreds that come in, so if you want a closer
look you might want to join our BBN volunteer team
that feeds and cares for the babies at the BBN. Or you
might want to clip and save these biographies to make
your own Bird Identification booklet.

Nesting: A shallow nest is built in a tree fork, tall
shrub or the crown of a sapling, commonly 10’–12’ up,
and two to five pale blue eggs with reddish brown spots
are laid. Both the male and female incubate and feed
nestlings, which hatch in about 12–14 days.
Interesting facts: The male sings to defend nesting
territory, and the black-headed grosbeak is one of
few birds able to eat Monarch butterflies, despite the
noxious chemicals in those insects.
—Michael Damer

Size: 6½” to 7¾”
Description: The male has a black head, with a rustyorange collar. Females and yearling males are light
yellow-to-buff, with fine black streaking on the crown,
back and undersides.
Voice: The voice is a rich warble with a rapid,
melodious series of rising and falling whistles, mixed
with a low whirr.
Habitat: The grosbeak prefers habitat of deciduous
and mixed woods, stands of tall oaks, orchards, and
gardens.
Range: Black-headed grosbeaks range from Southern
British Columbia to wintering grounds in western
Mexico, and tend to migrate late in the spring and
early in fall.

Paw Print Wildlife Photography Contest

A

re you an avid amateur El Dorado County wildlife photographer? Here’s your chance to get one of your
best photos published! Starting with the next issue of the Paw Print (November 2016), we will
begin featuring three El Dorado County wildlife nature photographs (one winner and two “special
mentions”) from those submitted by SWR members. In addition to recognizing your good
eye and technical abilities, each issue’s winning photographer will receive a $25 gift card for
Starbucks, courtesy of an SWR contributor. Photos will be judged by Lisa Couper, a local vet
and professional nature photographer.
Submit your digital photographs to SWR board member Michael Damer (mjdamer@gmail.
com), who will forward them on to Lisa for judging. The deadline to have your photo submitted for
judging and, if selected, for it to be published in the next issue, will be August 1, 2016.
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SWR Celebrates Placerville’s
Earth Day, 2016

WR enjoyed participating, as
always, in Placerville’s Earth
Day, April 23, at the Placerville Main Library, with our tented
booth featuring information on
SWR, wildlife, volunteerism, notices
of events, our bi-annual newsletters,
and tons of other literature available
to the public. SWR volunteers were
there to greet the public, answer
questions and explain SWR’s activities in depth.
The highlight of our booth
was the appearance of several of
our education ambassador birds,
Herbert (our kestrel), Dusty (our
Northern pygmy owl), and Zag

(our Harris hawk), along with their
handlers and presentations of the
birds’ histories and natural habitat,
behaviors, and other interesting
facts. All of our educational birds are
non-releasable and licensed by the
U.S. Dept of Fish and Wildlife and
the state’s Department of Fish and
Wildlife. As always, our fascinating
birds drew large crowds.
SWR volunteers who
participated in our Earth Day
“doings” included Michael Damer,
Ernie Gunter, Dianne Ishimaru,
Mike Mattox, Marty Owen, Lauren

Placerville’s Earth Day celebration was full of earth-friendly attractions.

SWR’s booth
provided helpful
information
on wildlife and
SWR’s mission.

Dianne Ishimaru with Dusty, our pygmy owl, and Marty Owen, with
Herbert the kestrel, entertained fascinated visitors.

skittered up a tree, but the other boy
decided to celebrate. On the roof
of the release cage he exhibited his
complete nutrition, so they’ll be strong unbridled joy. He hopped, twirled,
and resilient once out in the wild.
stood and walked upright on his
Release day was wondrous. I slid front paws and did fabulous flips.
the exit door into an open position
This boy was simply delirious with
and, after 10 minutes, they cautiously his new freedom and the prospect
exited. One of them immediately
of the big beautiful world that
Helping Hand
continued from page 2
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Peterlin, Bo Thompson, and several
others. SWR volunteers, along with
numerous members of the public,
enjoyed the foot-tapping music,
delicious food and wine, and the
many other booths featuring earthfriendly products or promoting
wildlife conservation.

awaited him! I will never forget the
magic of these moments and being
a part of saving these lovable, beautiful creatures.
—Wendy Smith
Ed. Note: Wendy continues to release
squirrels for SWR and is considered a
valued member of our Squirrel Team.

Raptor Team Springs into a New Season

T

he Raptor Team celebrated
spring with their annual
meeting, hosted at the home
of our new Raptor Team leader,
Heila Hubbard, on April 16. Old and
new team members attended the
event, which kicked off with a lovely
brunch with donuts, quiches, other
goodies, and mimosas for toasting
the upcoming season.
Each attendee related stories of
lessons learned from last year, along
with ideas and wishes for the new
season. At the top of the list is a large
raptor flight cage, 100 feet long, so
we can care for vultures and other
large raptors according to current
US Fish and Wildlife requirements.
Plans for the flight cage have been
drawn up and are currently being engineered. Once the design and specifications are approved, the team will be
raising funds for the new cage.
Heila led us through an agenda
of regulatory and policy updates,
and handed out some nice raptor

A baby great-horned owl visited the Team Meeting
to teach new Raptor Team rehabbers—and a
fascinated child!

anatomy charts, including the wings
and feathers. But the real star of the
training session was a baby greathorned owl that long-time rehabber
Judy Monestier brought to demonstrate hand-feeding of little ones. Occasionally the group was distracted
by the turkeys and deer wandering

past on the lawn outside, a wonderful
experience for wildlife lovers.
After the main meeting, team
members toured Heila’s facilities
which include a “bird hospital” (the
guest house where she triages and
houses critical-care patients), our
educational Western screech owl
Safari’s home, and several intermediate-sized flight cages. It was an
entertaining and educational morning for everyone on the team.
If you are interested in joining
the Raptor Team, please contact
Heila Hubbard at 530-676-4770.
—Vivian Gaddie
Note: As the former Raptor Team
Leader for some 20 years, I’m very
grateful that Heila has taken on her
new role. With a full-time “real job”
in Sacramento, I desperately needed a
break. I will still be active with Sierra
Wildlife Rescue, rehabbing raptors
and volunteering at the Baby Bird
Nursery.

Pre-Release Housing
continued from page 2

provide nest boxes and other furnishIf you would like to manage a
cage, you would need only to feed the ings, and teach you all you need to
know. If you are willing to support
squirrels daily, keep an eye on them,
as well as giving them time to build
some of our squirrels in rehab in this
and release them when appropriate,
sturdy nests in trees.
way, or need more information, please
leaving food and the nest box in the
We are in the process of building cage for them for another couple of
contact Nan Powers, 530-647-1089, or
one to two more squirrel pre-release weeks. SWR squirrel rehabbers will
at npowers2@hughes.net.
cages to site temporarily on SWR
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SIERRA WILDLIFE RESCUE
3030 Newtown Road
Placerville, California
Mailing Address:
P.O. Box 2127
Placerville, CA 95667
530-621-4661
www.sierrawildliferescue.org
“It should not be believed that all beings exist for the sake of the existence of man. On the contrary,
all the other beings too have been intended for their own sakes and not for the sake of something
else.” 										—Maimonides, c. 1190

(From left) spotted skunk babies—a
rarity for us!; coyote pups; cotttontails

C

Come join us!

ome enjoy the wonderful fellowship among people who share your concerns about wildlife and the
environment! Sierra Wildlife Rescue always needs new home rehabbers for all species. If you would like to
learn more about home rehabbing, would like to feed baby birds at our Wildlife Center in the summer, or would
be available for transporting animals from rescuers to rehabbers, please call us at 530-621-2650, or check out
our website, www.sierrawildliferescue.org. SWR provides training, licensing, and most supplies. As a home
rehabber, you will attend training classes, join a team, and work with an experienced mentor for awhile; someone
will always be available to advise and assist you. No prior experience is necessary—all you need is a concern for
wild animals and the willingness to learn. Rehabbing and returning wild creatures to their natural environment is
more exciting and fulfilling than you can imagine!
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